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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a concept of Computer assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) e-learning
platform on Macedonian language where the issues for speech technologies (Automatic Speech recognition and
synthesis) on Macedonian language are also described. Review of the speech technologies used in CAPT is given and
detailed description of the proposed framework with the development steps and a number of technological challenges is
presented. The presented CAPT concept will take advantages of speech technologies to provide audio-visual feedback
to the language learners and provides language training on both subsegmental (pronunciation) and suprasegmental
level (prosody). The specifications for the required speech databases (native speech database, non-native speech
database and source-language accent database) and the speech corpora development are described. Also, general
guidelines are given for preparation of the speech material and its lexical structure for prosody tests and exercises,
based on the contrastive analysis research studies for Macedonian as L2.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known, that learning foreign languages is
performed at best in small interactive groups of learners
where the language teacher is able to receive appropriate
feedback and provide immediate correction. The trained
language teacher interaction with one learner exhibits
even more advantages regarding the traditional classroom
instruction. However, this one-to-one approach is costly,
not ever possible and mostly not feasible for larger
language learner population [1]. Also, in larger groups,
because of the restricted time frame, it is not always
possible to provide immediate individual feedback for
each language learner. This especially applies to oral
skills like proper phoneme pronunciation, prosody
intonation and lexical stress.
In the European countries space, the increased mobility
indicates that proficiency of one or more foreign
languages beside the mother language is required and
encouraged. The real situation is far from desired and the
problem is worldwide present, effectively limiting the
intercultural communication, mobility and integration. To
improve the current situation, new natural and stimulating
language learning methods are required [2]. Beside this,
in many countries there is an increase in interest for
particular language learning, which causes the situation

where the demand is bigger than the available language
learning possibilities. Similar problem apply also in the
area of e-inclusion where efficient language learning is
one of the keys to social inclusion. This concerns disabled
people as well, like deaf and hard to hearing population
where the oral skills can be drastically improved by using
computer-assisted language learning (CALL) systems in
combination with Speech technologies. Speech
technologies are already intensively used for
communicative needs for disabled persons, as for example
speech synthesis in screen readers and reading machines
for visually impaired people and as a speech aid for nonvocal persons. Speech-enabled technology, speech
analysis, automatic speech recognition (ASR) and speech
synthesis implemented CALL offers new perspectives for
language learning. These systems allow the possibility to
address individual learners' problems, additional learning
time and materials, specific feedback on individual errors
etc. Speech-enabled CALL systems can also help learner
to simulate realistic interaction to improve their language
skills [3].
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) technology is of
particular interest for developing new methodology for
improving literacy, reading, oral proficiency, speaking
fluency, and vocabulary. Thanks to these technologies the
focus has changed from teaching writing skills, grammar
and vocabulary to teaching oral skills and also

pronunciation and prosody. Acquiring L2 (second
language) pronunciation and prosody is of great
importance for social integration as mentioned in [4],
strong foreign accent may cause integration problems
which makes it particularly important in the times of
global migration and the policy of integration.
The growing interest in teaching and learning foreign
language pronunciation and prosody has been reflected in
the development of Computer-assisted pronunciation
training (CAPT) systems [5]. Common system
approaches include the phonetic quality assessment,
highlight problematic sections in the speech signal and
usually rely on automatic speech recognition (ASR)
regarding the target language L2.
To develop CAPT applications with high level of
performance and usability, it is necessary to have already
available and trained ASR system. But for development
of new ASR system acquisition of large quantity of
carefully prepared and transcribed acoustic data is
required for the particular language. This requirement is
especially emphasized in the case of under-resourced
languages, where little or no electronic speech and
language resources exist. This is the case with the
languages used by smaller speaker population, but also
for large speaker population languages with sparse
language resources. The acquisition and transcription of
speech data is very time consuming and costly process
and presents one of the major limitation factors for speech
applications development. Thus, availability of
sophisticated CAPT systems with ASR and speech
synthesis components is limited on the most wide spread
worlds languages.
Beside of the established interest for learning world
languages, also in accordance with EU’s policy there is
increased need for promoting and learning less widely
spoken languages and this is case also with the
Macedonian language. Given the fact that the country has
the EU candidate status, it could be foreseen that there
will be increased interest for learning Macedonian
language by foreigners in the near future.
In Republic of Macedonia in the communities where
larger population of one of the ethnic minorities exists,
the usage of the minority's mother language as second
official language in primary, secondary and tertiary
education as well as in the public administration is
guaranteed by the constitution. Therefore, it is of great
importance to improve oral skills (particularly
pronunciation and prosody) in using Macedonian
language within these communities for better
communication and social integration.
In this paper, a concept for development of CAPT
e-learning platform on Macedonian language is presented,
and the issues for speech technologies (ASR and
synthesis) development on Macedonian language are
introduced. Firstly, a review of the speech technologies
used in CAPT is given. In the following section, detailed
description of the proposed framework with the
development steps and a number of technological
challenges is presented. Next section describes the

required speech databases and the speech corpora
creation. Last section provides the guidelines for
preparation of the speech material and its lexical structure
which will be used in the practical exercises. Finally,
some conclusions are drawn and challenges and
opportunities for the future are considered.

2. SPEECH TECHNOLOGIES USED IN CAPT
Computer assisted pronunciation training (CAPT) [6]
encompasses a range of tools and techniques which
include the use of spectrograms, pitch contours and
statistical information on acoustic features of oral
production. Speech analysis techniques are used in
pronunciation and prosody training, primarily for
displaying the speech waveform and its spectrogram,
together with the extracted pitch contour. This allows
comparing the speech sequences uttered by the learner
with the reference voice. Such combination of audio and
visual feedback improves the perception of the target
language.
Speech synthesis is not widely used in CAPT for audio
feedback production because the synthetic speech sounds
artificially and unnatural. Therefore, recordings of real
native speakers are preferred in most current learning
systems. However, Text-to-Speech (TTS) is used as a step
for visual speech synthesis to convert free text input into a
phoneme string, together with the corresponding phone
durations and syllable boundaries [7]. In [8] the authors
report an effort on training the incorrect phone models by
making use of synthesized speech data using special
formant speech synthesizer to filter the correctly
pronounced phones into incorrect phones by modifying
the formant frequencies.
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems have been
already widely used in numerous CALL applications. The
simplest approach to take advantage over ASR for CAPT
would be to use commercially available ASR dictation
packages as a tool for training language skills. In [9] the
authors investigated the ASR for CALL by evaluating the
performance of a standard dictation package "Dragon
Naturally Speaking Preferred" to identify pronunciation
errors in the L2 speech of Cantonese and Spanish learners
of English, and they express doubt about the usefulness
for L2 learning of specific dictation package. These
conclusions do not apply to ASR in general, but the ASR
dictation package tested in this study was never intended
to be used for L2 learning.
Use of automatic speech recognition provides the
possibility of dialog between the learners and the
computer in conversational manner, but only restricted in
a limited speech domain. It is clear from various research
studies that speech recognition system which is created
and trained on native speakers of one language performs
worse at recognizing foreign-accented speech. One of the
solutions is creation of non-native speech databases for
developing speech recognizer specific to learners’ mother
tongue. In [10] the researchers conclude that speech
recognition provides an optimal solution to pronunciation
learning. Other studies like [11] stated that the
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effectiveness of CALL systems could be improved by
careful design of the language learning activities and
inclusion of some form of corrective audio-visual
feedback.
The main task of an ASR component in CAPT system is
to analyze learner's input speech and using various
probabilistic models to produce pronunciation scores from
the phonetic alignments generated by HMM based
acoustic models. However, this should not only assess if
the pronunciation is correct or incorrect but also instruct
on how to improve it, to show the placement of the
intonation errors, suggests how to improve intonation [4]
and offers feedback that is easy to interpret [12]. Thus, it
is of great importance to develop appropriate audio-visual
learning environment and provide useful and robust
feedback on learner errors [13].

3. CAPT OF MACEDONIAN LANGUAGE
In this section, description of framework for CAPT
system of Macedonian language is presented. In current
CAPT systems the main focus is set on the global quality
of the user’s phones compared to a previously defined
average acoustic model which is provided by existing
HMM (Hidden Markov Models) based automatic speech
recognizer trained on native speakers. The requirements
for a good and intelligent CAPT system include:
 precise identification the error location and type;
 monitoring of the learner's performance, to
identify specific problems and to adapt the
exercises;
 provide feedback that is relevant for the error
type;
 individualized feedback that indicates on what
features more practice its needed;
 natural interaction with the system to practice all
aspects of language learning, from articulation
training to conversations.
Usually, the visual feedback uses waveforms and pitch
curves to indicate prosody differences between the user
and the model, and highlights the part of the speech
utterance with most deviant pronunciation. The following
different views could be implemented to illustrate
differences in input and the reference pronunciation:
 animation of clearly visible lips and other facial
features;
 midsagital animation for tongue movements
presentation;
 palatal display to show regions of contact;
 speech waveforms;
 spectrograms;
 formant graphs.
The proposed framework includes HMM-based ASR and
speech signal analysis on the learner’s input from where
after feedback production he can visually and aurally
compare his own performance with that of the reference
voice. Also, the proposed system includes automatic error
detection on the phonemic level.
All uttered phones are marked using colour scale from red
for mispronounced phones to green for those pronounced

correctly. Colouring provides additional quality in the
feedback system instead of showing two comparable
displays, one representing the learner’s utterance and one
representing the referent utterance. This avoids the
situation where the learner will try to produce a speech
utterance that closely corresponds to that of the referent
voice. Two sequences with the same content may both be
very well pronounced and still have waveforms or
spectrograms that are very different from each other. But,
adding coloration to the wrongly pronounced phonemes
gives the opportunity for the learners to focus on
particular error type and location. The learner can listen to
and play back the reference voice as well as see the
speech signal for a particular utterance, record and listen
to his own utterance and see the speech signal for his own
utterance and finally get feedback on his own
pronunciation.
The proposed architecture is presented on Figure 1. The
structure is modular and it is separated from the content,
as well as the universal linguistic tools from language
specific components. This allows flexibility for further
development and adaptation on new user groups, new
language or new set of exercises. The Exercise manager
consists of exercise examples created to practice
production and perception at the phonemic and prosodic
level in isolated words, simple phrases, complex phrases
and continuous speech.
The ASR system could recognize spoken utterances from
the learner even if there are deviations in pronunciation
and intonation, and it would be able to locate at phoneme
level the pronunciation errors made by the speaker. The
role of the ASR module is to recognize and label the
utterance using forced alignment recognition with known
transcription, which is restricted to the current exercise
example.

Figure 1. Diagram of the Macedonian-CAPT system
For the proposed framework, the UASR (Unified
Automatic Speech Recognition and Synthesis) [14]
system will be used for speech recognition. It is a speech
dialogue system where the speech recognition process and
the speech synthesis components use common databases
at each processing level. During the recognition process,
prosodic information is separated from the data flow and
later it can be used for intonation curve presentation and
as well as for synthesis, improving the naturalness of the
synthesized speech.
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The structure of the UASR system is based on arc-emission HMMs with one single Gaussian density per arc
and an arbitrary topology. This structure is built
iteratively during the training process by state splitting
from an initial HMM model. The acoustic model structure
will consists of 33 monophonic (Macedonian phoneme
inventory count) HMMs plus one pause and one garbage
model.
To perform the feature extraction, each frame of the
recorded speech (L2) is processed using Hamming
window and filtered through Mel DFT filter bank, where
the log of the energy and the delta values were calculated
at the each channel output. The obtained feature vectors
were standardized to a mean of 0 and a standard deviation
of 1 and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used for
feature vectors transformation to reduce the dimension to
24 most significant components.
Then, the pronunciation and prosody analyzer will use the
outcome of the recognition and transcription and performs
assessment where the erroneously recognized phonemes
and non-matched intonation curves will be pinpointed and
provided as a feedback to the learner. The comparison
between the spoken and referent speech utterance will be
performed using the proposed UASR setup by forced
alignment procedure. The outcome of the phoneme
recognition will be the confidence score for each
phoneme (subsegmental level) – GOP (Goodness of
Pronunciation).
The problem that must be solved it the appropriate
threshold calculation to decide about the quality of the
pronunciation. To achieve that, the distribution pairs of
the GOP scores of each phoneme will be estimated in two
occasions: correctly pronounced and incorrectly
pronounced phonemes. Then the value of the decision
threshold (phoneme pronunciation is good or not) will be
calculated by the equal error rate (EER) of both
distributions.
As for the prosody (suprasegmental level), to calculate the
distance between two intonation patterns several metrics
can be used like: mean-absolute-frequency-deviation, the
pitch target points and the use of temporary shifts in f0
patterns, but none of them performs better than the classic
RMSE (root-mean-square error) or the correlation
coefficient of Person R2. First, the spoken intonation
curve must be aligned with the referent one using DTW
(Dynamic Time Warping) and then RMSE can be
calculated.
The quantitative outcomes of the pronunciation and
prosody analyzer are written in the current learner's
profile database and passed to the Feedback module. The
Feedback module provides audio-visual information that
can be presented via animated sagital and facial features,
recorded or synthesised speech waveforms and audio
output, spectrograms and pitch contours, in the same time
providing enriched multimedia environment and
experience for the pronunciation and prosody learner.

4. SPEECH DATABASES
Usually CAPT systems rely on recordings of native vs.
non-native speakers to evaluate the signals recorded by
the learners. Therefore, a database developed specifically
for the verification of phonemes recordings must have
both types of learners. The most important development
step will be creation of native speech databases on
Macedonian language. These databases will be used for
acoustic model training for the proposed UASR system.
Beside the L2 (Macedonian) speech corpus, also, complex
non-native speech databases are also required including
spontaneous speech, continuous speech as well as simple
and complex sentences designed to investigate
specifically selected phenomena. Most errors result from
L1 and L2 interference and consist primarily in
transferring allophonic and phonotactic rules from the
learner’s mother tongue to the target language and
replacing L2 phonemes with their most similar L1
counterparts [15]. Taking only L2 into account is one of
the main flaws of ASR-based pronunciation tutors as they
mostly fail to recognize non-native speech [4].
Important part of the speech corpus is the speech material
for the prosodic test which purpose is to investigate the
realization of prosodic/intonational features and L1
interferences on L2 in the domain of prosody. Therefore,
it is desirable to perform a cross-reference mapping of
linguistic features for each language, to predict the
possible difficulties the learners are likely to have.
For the use in the proposed system, the following speech
databases should be created for pair L1-L2:
 reference database – L2 read speech by L2 native
speakers;
 non-native speech database – L2 speech by nonnative speakers, reflecting typical pronunciation
and prosody mistakes in L2;
 source-language accent database – L1 speech by
source language native speakers for ASR
training and comparative study of interferences.
The text material for the prosodic test will be created after
detailed contrastive analysis based on the theoretical
findings but also using modern empirical methods taking
the advantage of the recorded speech databases. Special
considerations must be taken, as the L2 learner’s
competence to perceive and produce difficult and new
phonetic contrasts depends on the mother tongue. For this
purpose, the analysis will be carried out in two stages:
1. summarizing theoretical research findings after
gathering and speech data processing of the
recorded databases;
2. detailed analysis of the corpora by selecting a
language structure at a certain level, its
description, classification of typical errors and
their explanation with special emphasis on crosslinguistic influences between L1 and L2. The
data analysis will be performed on phoneticphonological, morphosyntactic, semantic and
discourse level.
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Contrastive analysis research studies for Macedonian and
different language exist or are currently conducted. One
of those studies concerns the L1 - Macedonian and L2 English [16].
Prosody tests will be recorded both by non-native and
native speakers. The resulting speech material will serve
as a reference for the assessment of non-native prosody.
The recordings will be conducted in a quiet room or
studio with low noise and reverberation, using 2-channel
input, i.e. close-talk and table/condenser microphone.
Basic quality requirements are: sampling frequency 44.1
kHz, minimal resolution 16 bit, minimal SNR of 35 dB.
The whole speech material will be segmented and
phonetically transcribed using force alignment by trained
speech recognizer. Since there are no existing acoustical
models on Macedonian language, UASR system trained
on other language can be used for acoustic model
bootstrapping and adaptation. Both knowledge-based and
data-driven approaches for source and target language
phoneme mapping can be used for initial transcription and
labelling of small amount of recorded speech data. Initial
experiments with German acoustic models confirm the
usability for cross-language modelling as a first step
toward fully trained acoustic model on Macedonian
language.
Manual verification will be performed on parts of nonnative speech database and where necessary following
intervention will be applied: segment boundaries
adjustment, marking of noises, disfluencies and pauses,
check of the transcription and automatically inserted
primary and secondary stress markers. Also, deviations
from the canonical pronunciation (insertions, deletions
and substitutions) will be marked as well.

5. STRUCTURE OF SPEECH EXAMPLES
Exercises will be designed in the way that allows
practicing production as well as perception at the
phonemic and prosodic level in isolated words, simple
phrases, complex phrases and continuous speech. For the
case of segmental features (phonemes, diphones...), the
test structure will consist of material for production,
perception and discrimination of L2 sounds in minimal
pairs, in contrast with L1 sounds and in larger syntactic
units to practice assimilations within and between words
and phrases as well as missing/inserted syllables, words
and phrases.
For the case of suprasegmental features, the exercise
examples will be created to test and practice prosody in
smaller and larger syntactic units. In isolated words
suprasegmental identification will be devoted mainly to
the perception and production of regular and irregular
lexical stress and feet structure as well as types of nuclear
accents, duration, intensity, identification of mono-, di-,
tri-, four-syllable words.
At the level of simple and complex sentences exercises
will consist in production and recognition of different
types of sentences, i.e. declaratives, commands, wh-

questions, yes/no questions, compounds, requests on the
basis of their suprasegmental features.
Also identification and production of emphatic stress,
relating focus with meaning and performing
communicative functions with focus will be practiced and
tested e.g. showing emotions, disagreement, correcting
wrong information, calling attention to new information.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a framework for creation and development
of CAPT-Macedonian e-learning system is presented. To
produce solid and useful pronunciation and prosody
training environment, many technological challenges
must be solved.
First, recording and processing of various speech
databases must be performed, because this is one of the
most important requirements to develop the important
underlying speech technologies like ASR and speech
synthesis for the target language (L2-Macedonian).
Existing ASR and speech synthesis modules are vital
components of the audio-visual feedback system of CAPT
learning platform. Also, contrastive analysis research
studies for Macedonian as L2 and the mother tongue of
the target learners group will be used for prosody tests
and exercises creation by the linguistics experts.
The proposed framework is in its early stage of
development and further work will be focused on its
complete realization and usability assessment by foreign
learners of Macedonian language.
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